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ABOUT EACC



EACC is an innovative, technological and artistic project 
that uses the latest artificial intelligence technologies 
combined with creative thinking to advance meme culture, 
explore new ways of expression and lead revolutionary 
social experiments.

The application of artificial intelligence in meme culture 
has injected new vitality into this field. Through advanced 
technologies such as deep learning and natural language 
processing, EACC is able to understand and generate 
various memes, such as emoticons, images, videos and 
audio. 

This generated content can not only spread quickly and 
efficiently, but also express the creator's thoughts and 
emotions in a way never before possible.

ABOUT EACC
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The goal of EACC



Establish a transparent, trusted 
and traceable meme ecosystem: 
EACC will adopt blockchain 
technology to ensure 
transparent

trusted and traceable
transaction and circulation 
processes of meme culture, 
thereby providing participants 
with a safe, reliable and efficient 
meme ecosystem.

The goal of EACC is to 
change people's 
perception of traditional 
meme culture through AI 
technology and blockchain 
technology, and establish 
a transparent, trusted and 
traceable meme cultural 
ecosystem
Promote the innovation of 
meme culture and the 
development of creative 
industry, and promote the 
globalization and 
internationalization of 
meme culture. 



Realize the simultaneous growth 
of meme cultural value and value: 
Traditional meme culture often 
lacks value evaluation 
standards, resulting in its value 
cannot be fully reflected.

 By introducing AI technology, 
EACC will establish a scientific, 
objective and fair evaluation 
system of meme cultural value, 
so as to realize the 
simultaneous growth of meme 
cultural value and value..
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EACC application 
development



1. Automated content generation: 

AI can automatically generate meme content in 
line with user preferences by analyzing a large 
amount of data and user behavior.

2.Image recognition and optimization: 

AI can identify and optimize images in memes 
through image recognition technology to 
improve the quality and attractiveness of 
memes
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